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INTRODUCTION
Themes of water, natural processes, and humaninduced landscape change weave through the
twenty networked nodes of the concept design,
"Meadow to Woods."
This “field guide” describes the concept for
each node and suggests flexible programmatic
elements that tell the "Meadow to Woods" story
and inspire and engage visitors of all ages.
•
While the twenty nodes are designed as a
collective whole, nodes can be implemented
individually as resources allow. Establishing
one node can help engender enthusiasm for
implementation of additional nodes.
Nodes can also be scaled up over time. For
instance, node establishment can begin with
trail alignment and then incorporate plantings,
signage and other programmatic elements as
funding allows.
Nodes are numbered based on an approximate
order of experience and not in order of
implementation.
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KEY TO NODE FEATURES
ACCENT PLANTINGS
BINOCULAR STATION
DEMONSTRATION PLANTER
LISTENING POST
MAJOR VIEW
MOBILE FIELD STATION
OUTDOOR CLASSROOM & GATHERING SPACE
PICNIC SPOT
SEATING
SCULPTURAL ELEMENT/ARTISTIC DETAILING
MAP

TRAIL MAP
SPECIAL WILDLIFE COMPONENT
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NO D E

1

ENTRY WALK OVERLOOK

N OD E
F EAT URES

The existing walkway near Lakeside Drive
overlooks the project area and Jones Falls.
Interpretive elements could orient visitors to the
key habitats around the Nature Center and the
changes experienced by this landscape over time.

MAP

Existing conditions by the entry walk overlooking Jones Falls

Possible Interpretive Elements
• Orientation signage with maps and historic photographs
highlighting the site’s key habitats and land use history
• Binocular station
• Demonstration planters featuring signature vegetation of
the habitats within "Meadow to Woods"
• Temporary signage (sandwich boards, banners, etc.)
highlighting special events and node development
Major Tasks
• Removal of existing undesirable vegetation and planting
of proposed shrubs which help with slope stabilization
• Interpretive elements design and implementation
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NO D E

2

FUTURE MESIC MEADOW GATEWAY
The area adjacent to the main walkway and
Nature Center could serve as a meadow gateway
into the project area. Here visitors could view
plant communities across the continuum of
ecological succession—from meadow to shrub
thicket to woodland. Gateway design should
enable visitors to experience the sequence
of ecological succession, from herbaceous
dominated meadow into shrub and woodland
habitats while integrating gracefully with the
trail network. A rain garden within the meadow
could demonstrate infiltration of stormwater
runoff from Nature Center downspouts.

N OD E
F EAT UR ES

MAP

Possible Interpretive Elements
• Orientation information highlighting the trail network
and habitat types
• Gateway detailing highlighting signature flora and fauna,
with designs by artists and local school children
• Giant, touchable insect sculpture (makes an excellent
photo op!)
• Loaner binoculars, field guides, magnifying glasses,
picnic blankets and take-home trail maps
• Flora and fauna sticker “field journals” encouraging
repeat visits for a “collect-them-all” experience
• Ethnobotany tours exploring historic uses of mesic
meadow species
Major Tasks
• Gateway design, permitting, and construction
• Meadow design and establishment
• Interpretive elements design and implementation
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NO D E

3

UPLAND MEADOW DISCOVERY

N OD E
F EAT UR ES

A pocket upland meadow opposite the Nature
Center provides hands-on study for classes and
offers a signature backdrop for special events at
the Nature Center.
A rain garden
integrated into
the meadow will
demonstrate
infiltration of
stormwater
runoff from
nearby
impervious
surfaces.

Field study in an upland meadow.

Possible Interpretive Elements
• Signage highlighting upland meadow communities
• Plant-of-the-month board with take-home sheets
• Giant, touchable meadow insect sculpture (makes for an
excellent photo op!)
• Flora and fauna sticker “field journals” encouraging
repeat visits for a “collect-them-all” experience
• Ethnobotany tours exploring historic uses of upland
meadow species
• Annual celebrations (examples: May Pole Dance, Native
Pollinator Party, Milkweed and Monarch Festival)
Major Tasks
• Meadow design and establishment, including addressing
stormwater runoff
• Interpretive elements design and implementation
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4

WOODLAND EDGE GATEWAY
The existing asphalt walkway provides an entry
point to the Path of Succession. Signage and maps
could introduce major habitats, the trail network,
and interpretive themes. Artistic detailing on
gates and any seating could highlight "Meadow to
Woods" flora and fauna. The entry is intended to
be ADA accessible.

N OD E
F EAT UR ES

MAP

Artistic detailing like this enlarged tulip poplar
leaf highlights signature vegetation and engages
visitors in ways that written signage cannot.

Possible Interpretive Elements
• Orientation signage, including trail map
• Take-away trail maps and loaner binoculars
• Detailing on access gate and seating highlighting signature
flora and fauna, with designs by artists and local school
children
• Highlighting of special events with sandwich boards,
banners, etc.
Major Tasks
• Removal of undesirable existing vegetation and planting of
accent vegetation
• Interpretive elements design and implementation
• Seating and gate design and construction (if desired)
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NO D E

5

WOODLAND EDGE CLASSROOM GARDEN

N OD E
F EAT UR ES

A gathering area around one of the Sycamores
behind the Nature Center could serve as an
open-air classroom and event space highlighting
native woodland edge species of floodplain
habitats. More gardenesque plantings could
highlight the site's flora, the role these species
play in the region's habitats, and the suitability of
these species to garden settings.
Possible Interpretive Elements
• Detailing hightlighting
signature flora and
fauna, with designs by
artists and local school
children
• Demonstration native
woodland garden
platnings
• Giant, touchable insect
sculpture (makes for an
excellent photo op!)
• Mobile field station for
school-group use

Giant inscect sculpture (New
England Wildflower Society)

• Silhouettes of signature
willdlife (visiting school children could make take-home
rubbings)
• Special events such as annual "animated mural" light
shows using the tree canopy as a living screen
Major Tasks
• Surfacing of the ground-level gathering area
• Removal of existing undesirable vegetation and planting
of accent vegetation
• Interpretive elements design and implementation
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6

MIXED SHRUB THICKET

N OD E
F EAT URES

Visitors traveling the “Path of Succession” (the
main path in the trail network) pass through a
dense shrub thicket marking the transition from
woodland edge conditions to later-stage, treedominated habitat. Extending the shrub thicket
along Jones Falls will help stabilize steep slopes
and screen views of the retaining wall on the
opposite embankment.
Possible Interpretive Elements
• Take-home sheets on the flora and fauna of native shrub
thicket habitats
• Silhouettes of typical bird species that use shrub thicket
habitat
• Special events
highlighting how
native cultures
have used shrubs
represented in the
thicket
• Annual
celebrations
(an Annual
Chokeberry
Festival?)

Wildlife-attracting fruit on the native
shrub Cornus racemosa

Major Tasks
• Removal of undesirable existing vegetation and
planting of shrub thicket, including any associated slope
stabilization
• Interpretive elements design and implementation
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NO D E

7

SYCAMORE GATEWAY

N OD E
F EAT URES

Twin existing Sycamores, situated amidst
a planted fern glade, mark passage from
woodland edge conditions and into the
woodland environment. Titans of riparian
habitats, Sycamores serve as major destinations
throughout the woodland trail network.

Sycamore trees possess distinctive
characteristics, including often very
large leaves, as this child discovered.

Possible Interpretive Elements
• Sycamore seed-collecting parties (seedlings from
collected seed could be sold at Lake Roland’s annual plant
sale)
• Special events celebrating traditional uses of Sycamores
(dugout canoes, wagon wheels, etc.)
• Rotating sculpture installations in the Fern Glade
Major Tasks
• Path alignment and establishment
• Selective removal of existing woody vegetation to
highlight views of the Sycamore Gateway from Node 3
• Removal of undesirable existing vegetation and planting
of the Fern Glade
• Interpretive elements design and implementation
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NO D E

8

THE HUB

N OD E
F EAT URES

Woodland paths converge in “The Hub,” a large
open area under an existing multistem Sycamore
tree. Accent plantings highlight understory
vegetation native to the region’s mesic forests.
“Council ring” or similar type seating will allow
use as an outdoor classroom and event space.

Woodland council ring seating (by
L. Weaner Landscape Associates)

Possible Interpretive Elements
• Expert-led tours and workshops highlighting woodland
wildflower plantings around The Hub.
• Woodland story hour, poetry readings, mini-concerts,
"Tai-Chi in the woods," etc.
• Special events celebrating Sycamores (see Node 7 entry)
Major Tasks
• Path alignment and establishment
• Design and installation of seating and gathering area
surfacing
• Removal of undesirable existing vegetation and planting
of featured native herbaceous plants
• Interpretive elements design and implementation
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9

FERN STREAM

N OD E
F EAT UR ES

Colonizing native ferns and wildflowers planted
along an intermittent stream highlight the
stream’s course even when water is not flowing.
This planted “stream,” visible throughout the trail
network, constitutes a dramatic landscape feature
while providing stream-side soil stabilization and
other ecological benefits.
Possible Interpretive Elements
• Fern-of-the-month board with take-home sheets
• Listening
post featuring
community
members
reading literary
fern references
(example at right)
• Expert-led
workshops
highlighting
native ferns and
their ecological
roles and
identification and
cultivation tips

Fringing the stream at every turn,
Swung low the waving fronds of
fern. –John Greenleaf Whittier

Major Tasks
• Removal of existing undesirable vegetation and planting
of "fern stream"
• Interpretive elements design and implementation
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TREE CLUSTER DISCOVERY TRAIL

N OD E
F EAT URES

Near the transition from mesic to wetland
conditions, a narrow discovery trail departs
from the Path
of Succession to
wind through a
distinctive cluster
of trees. The path’s
meandering course
elicits a “what’s
around the next
bend” experience.
Possible Interpretive Elements
• Seasonal flora- and fauna-themed treasure hunts
• Owl houses (if appropriate)
Major Tasks
• Path alignment and establishment
• Interpretive elements design and implementation
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11

BEECH WOODS VIEW

N OD E
F EAT URES

A break in the planted shrub thicket bordering
Jones Falls provides a view of a Beech-Oak
woodland on a nearby hillside. The contrast
between upland and riparian environments
presents an opportunity to highlight factors that
shape plant communities, including hydrology,
solar aspect, soil depth, and disturbance history.
Possible Interpretive Elements
• Signage highlighting contrasting upland and riparian
plant communities
• Binocular station with seating
• Listening post featuring personal stories and recollections
by community members (themes at this node might
include memories of Jones Falls, time spent in the wood
as a child, historic land uses in the area, etc.)
Major Tasks
• Path alignment and establishment
• Selective removal of woody vegetation to highlight views
of the opposing hillside
• Interpretive elements design and implementation
• Seating design and implementation
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STREAM DISCOVERY

N OD E
F EAT URES

Where the Path of Succession crosses an
intermittent stream, plantings of native
wildflowers and sedges highlight seasonal water
flow. Interpretive elements could draw attention
to the impact of constructed stream channels on
the site over time. Restoring the stream’s natural
form will enhance water infiltration and wildlife
habitat, demonstrating these and other benefits
to Park visitors.
Possible Interpretive Elements
• Take-home sheets explaining the ecological and aesthetic
benefits of stream restoration
• Seasonal mobile field station for stream study and
observation
• Plant-of-the-month board with take-home sheets
Major Tasks
• Path alignment and establishment
• Removal of undesirable existing vegetation and planting
of featured native flora
• Interpretive elements design and implementation
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13

SEDGE CELEBRATION

N OD E
F EAT URES

While diminutive compared to the totemic
Sycamore trees, native sedges nonetheless
persist even in the
Nature Center’s highly
altered woodland. At
a path juncture near a
Sycamore tree, native
woodland sedges, many
with distinctive foliage
and seed heads, could
be densely planted to
Sedges often have very tactile
highlight this large but
flowers and seeds.
often overlooked genus.
Possible Interpretive Elements
• Ant sculptures highlighting the role of ants in
distributing sedge seeds (larger ant sculptures could serve
as path-side seating)
• “Look at me” markers on sedges suited to suitable as turf
alternatives
• Expert-led workshops highlighting native sedges, their
ecological roles, and cultivation and identification tips
• Sedge-of-the-month board with take-home sheets
Major Tasks
• Path alignment and establishment
• Removal of undesirable existing vegetation and planting
of featured native sedges
• Interpretive elements design and implementation
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FLOODPLAIN MEADOW & SHRUB THICKET

N OD E
F EAT URES

Visitors nearing the end of the Path of Succession
proceed through a native Spiraea shrub thicket
into a floodplain meadow (currently a sunny
opening dominated by invasive exotic growth).
A gathering area provides a place to pause and
take in interpretive elements exploring the forces
that shape successional processes.
Possible Interpretive Elements
• Kid-sized bird nest
sculpture highlighting
bird species that nest in
shrubland and meadow
habitats. Exaggerating
scale creates drama
and encourages new
perspectives!
• Flora and fauna sticker field
journals encouraging repeat
visits for a “collect-themall” experience

Floodplain meadow species

• Plant-of-the-month board with take-home sheets
• Pole-mounted bat houses in the meadow
• Ethnobotany tours
• Annual celebrations (examples: Milkweed and Monarch
Festival, Pollinator Party, Bat Appreciation Night)
Major Tasks
• Meadow and thicket design
• Removal of undesirable existing vegetation and planting
of meadow and thicket communities
• Interpretive elements design and implementation
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15

JONES FALLS DISCOVERY

N OD E
F EAT UR ES

From the Floodplain Meadow Loop, visitors
have easy access to Jones Falls, where they can
fish, enjoy the view of gently flowing water,
and perhaps glimpse wildlife using the Falls.
Interpretive elements could explore water quality,
stream ecology, Jones Falls history, or complex
issues like the impact of legacy sediments on our
region’s waterways.
Possible Interpretive Elements
• Signage detailing Jones Falls history
• “Jonesometer” of maximum flood heights over time
• Mobile field station for water study
• Listening post featuring recollections by community
members (themes could include Jones Falls, fishing, creek
life, etc.)
• Expert-led tours highlighting water habitat and quality
• Use of loaner binoculars (pick up at the Nature Center)
Major Tasks
• Path alignment and establishment
• Seating design and installation
• Interpretive elements design and implementation
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WILDLIFE VIEWING STATION

N OD E
F EAT URES

While wildlife is intended to be observed
throughout "Meadow to Woods," more quiet
locations could be especially conducive to
wildlife viewing. Local groups like the Baltimore
Bird Club could serve as resources for station
design ideas.
Possible Programmatic Elements
• Wildlife cam with video feed to the Nature Center
• Wildlife sightings sticker journal encouraging repeat
visits for a “collect-them-all” experience
• Wildlife sightings log
• Silhouettes of signature birds (visiting school children
could make take-home rubbings)
• Listening post featuring stories by community members
(themes at this node might include favorite wildlife)
Major Tasks
• Viewing station design and implementation
• Interpretive elements design and implementation
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17

WET WOODS DISCOVERY TRAIL

N OD E
F EAT UR ES

A narrow trail departs from the Spiraea shrub
thicket and leads more intrepid visitors through
the wooded wetland toward a featured vernal
pool. Stepping stones or logs prompt visitors to
slow down and notice trailside details.

Possible Interpretive Elements
• Seasonal flora- and fauna-themed treasure hunts
• Owl houses (if appropriate)
Major Tasks
• Path alignment and establishment
• Interpretive elements design and implementation
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VERNAL POOL DISCOVERY

N OD E
F EAT UR ES

The Vernal Pool Path takes visitors to several
depressions that fill with water in the spring.
A connector path highlights a debris mound,
one of many human-induced changes that have
shaped the site over time.

Vernal pool study already occurs
behind the Lake Roland Nature Center
(photo: Lake Roland Facebook page).

DUE TO THE SENSITIVITY OF VERNAL POOLS, THE TRAIL
CAN CLOSED WHEN NEEDED TO PROTECT THE POOLS AND
THE WILDLIFE THAT USE THEM.
Possible Interpretive Elements
• Seasonal “rubber boots classroom” for vernal pool study
• Mobile field station for vernal pool study and observation
• Sculpture or other representations of vernal pool wildlife
Major Tasks
• Path alignment and establishment
• Interpretive elements design and implementation
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BOARDWALK SEATING & VIEWING AREA

N OD E
F EAT UR ES

An existing sitting area along the boardwalk
provides visitors with a spot to pause and take in
views of The Hub (Node 8). Shrubs planted along
the boardwalk can be examined up close while
nearby trail plantings highlight flora of forested
wetlands. Signage could introduce major habitats,
the trail network, and interpretive themes.
Possible Interpretive Elements
• Orientation signage featuring
the trail map and habitats
surrounding the Nature Center

MAP

• Life-size birder sculpture
celebrating the Park's birding
culture! (possible model at
right)
• Detailing on boardwalk seating
and railings to highlight
signature flora and fauna, with
designs by artists and local
school children
• Take-away trail maps
• Binocular station

A possible mnodel for a
life-size birder sculpture?
(photo: Lake Roland
Facebook page)

Major Tasks
• Selective removal of woody growth to enhance views of
The Hub (Node 8)
• Removal of undesirable existing vegetation and planting of
accent vegetation
• Interpretive elements design and implementation
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BOARDWALK VERNAL POOL VIEW
Near a distinctive multi-stemmed Red Maple,
a common wetland tree species, the boardwalk
offers views into the woodland interior,
including of the vernal pool area. Interpretive
elements along the boardwalk could explore the
ecological role of vernal pools and seasonal high
water tables. Accent plantings could highlight
how these features affect plant community
composition. Signage and interpretive elements
here could introduce visitors entering the Park
from the boardwalk to the Meadow to Woods
trail network and its features.

N OD E
F EAT URES

Possible Interpretive Elements
• Educational signs
highlighting the
ecology of forested
wetlands
• Detailing on the
boardwalk featuring
signature flora and
fauna, with designs by
artists and local school
children
• Annual “Peeper
Concert” on the
boardwalk with audio
feed to the Nature
Center

Railing signage—like this one of
tree seedling emergence—can
tell a story about forested
wetlands.

Major Tasks
• Interpretive elements design and implementation
• Accent plantings
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Listening Post Concept
Listening posts are suggested at numerous
nodes in the concept design. Often listening
posts in settings like Lake Roland Park offer dry
descriptions of natural phenomena. The concept
for "Meadows to Woods," rather, seeks to use
audio to present information in more dynamic,
narrative-based formats that engage the local
community and celebrate the region's natural
habitats.
Under this concept, listening posts could
feature audio with stories and recollections by
community members that broadly relate to
habitats around the Nature Center or within
the Park itself. Information from ecologists,
naturalists, poets, and other specialists could be
integrated as it complements these community
narratives. By highlighting community voices, the
listening posts effectively bring the community
into the environments surrounding the Nature
Center.
Audio could be delivered via smartphones
but only be available when the user is within
proximity to particular node, thereby requiring
immersion in the landscape and encouraging a
shared experience with nearby users.
Audio streams could be seasonally themed,
change in response to habitat evolution, and be
curated by community members, school children,
and guest artists. This dynamic approach to
listening posts inspires visitors to return for new
listening experiences.
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